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Activity Report Walk with A Scholar (2016-17)
The WWS program was taken in full swing by both the mentors and the mentees of all the
three batches with a whole lot of enthusiasm this year.
The first batch (Semester 6)2014-17, was given a session ‘Career Option 2017’- The Path
Finder, by Mr.Jayayraj.K, Career Consultant , TIME, Tvpm highlighting the job scenario of our
times and the very next day they were given mock aptitude tests where they were graded and
shown their respective areas of strenghts and weaknesses.The final session for the group was ‘Life
Skill Managment’ by Kiran Anand, Trainer, NIMS Academy and the very next day they were given
a session on ‘How to face an interview board’ and an interview panel did a mock interview of the
students.The final year students (2014-17) interacted and shared their three year old journey with
their juniors . They shared how the scholar program led to their overall development and how the
program led to an emotional connection with their respective mentors and got a guide for a
lifetime. The passing out students were handed over their WWS Certificate and Manorarama
Padanasahayi each to all the students on an outdoor session at thenmala.
The second session for sem 2 was by Rajarajeshwari.E, eminent playwright , who gave an
introductory talk on ‘ Theatre Spaces, modes of interaction and textual visualization’ , followed by
the next session ‘Acting, Choreography and Script Writing’ by Sudhi Devayani,Artistic Director,
Nireekha Women’s Theater, the culmination of which was the dramatic performance of a Spanish
poem by Lorke. The session was a huge success as it boosted the morale of the students very
evidently.Next session was ‘Time Skill Managment and problem solving technique’ by Malu Sree,
freelance trainer , associating with NWT.The third batch (semester 2) 2016-19 scholars had their
first session by Dr.Swapna G, post-doctoral research fellow TISS. It was a two day event- an ice
breaking session and personality and skill development training. ‘Public Speaking and Human
Resources Managment’ by Senthil Kumar Madhavan, Consultant Trainer, ELT, HRD was a one day
session the students thoroughly enjoyed. They same set of batch had an external mentoring session
at Varkala attended by the internal mentors.
Regular internal mentoring sessions were conducted by the internal mentors of the three
batches.
Around 90 study materials(books) of their interest were bought and distributed to the
students of all the three batches. All the three batches also were handed over a notebook and pen
each as part of the scholar program.
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